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Step into the ultimate brain-challenge with Cognizer: The application allows you to experiment with shapes and colours. A combination of symbols and colours is placed on the scene at random, before each new level. While the level of difficulty gradually rises, you are given a limited time, to find the symbols as they appear on the scene. Using the touch screen, you can tap
and click to look around the scene and find the right combination of symbols and colours. Your success will be detected by the ambient sounds of dub techno. The app is completely free, which means no locked content, no in-app purchases and no ads! Gameplay Tips: While you are playing, explore the 3 levels of difficulty (Normal, Medium and Hard). There are 5 steps per
level, 1 on the lowest level, 2 on the middle level, and 3 on the top level. And remember: You only have a limited amount of time to find all the symbols. About Dub Techno: Dub Techno is a dark electronica style of music, mainly played at techno events. Made by San Francisco based Electronic Music Producer DJ Inks. About The Author: Cognizer was created by the team
behind the award winning optical recognition app, Bopis. The developers were frustrated at the lack of puzzles available on the app store, so they decided to create their own. As a long time puzzle game lover, they searched for the right kind of puzzle that would be challenging for a good time. With an array of brain-stretching puzzles, including classic logic puzzles, a tic tac
toe game, a sudoku, and popular classic words games, Cognizer is sure to keep any puzzle enthusiast busy! Facebook: Google Play Store: Thank you so much for watching our video. Please comment and enjoy. Don't forget to subscribe to our channel if you haven't already. You can find us on Facebook, Twitter, YouTube and even Instagram. You'll need a hard drive, WiFi,
and a camera to start. But you have no idea what kind of puzzle you need or when you'll need it. And if you're anything like me, you might not want to watch a video to get things organized
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